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Free Essay: Psychology of Dreams To many people, dreams are the thoughts that occur while sleeping, having almost
mystic qualities. For millennia the.

Our society is changing. After lunchtime, I become sleepy and. At times they are magical and enlightening.
Posted by. New York: Dorling Kindersley Inc. The curiosity of dreams is what started the popularity of dream
interpretation. According to some of the studies represented in this paper, there is obviously evidence of a
biological function for them, but there is also indications of the mind using a biological function
simultaneously for other purposes as well. Some of his research, consisting of the association method, shows
that there seems to be some objective universal symbolism in dreams from the collective conscious; however,
for the most part, his research was highly subjective, just as the dreams themselves are. In dreams, you might
commit acts you would never do in your waking life, and it is natural to put those acts into the back of your
mind rather than confront the issues the dream scenarios might have raised. Learning to remember your
dreams and discuss their meanings may help you to become a more assertive person Koch- Sheras p. Any
attention you pay to your dream life can help to increase your recall: keeping a dream journal, making a
drawing based on a dream, acting on advice or insight gained from a dream Lemley p. Dreams are the
language of a person's subconscious mind. As a result, the content of our dream is largely determined by what
we fear, hopeful and expect. Yet, not everyone goes through all of these stages a nioght. Words are not iused,
the subconscious mind has metaphoric images. There are also a few assumptions about dreams. He suggests
that even nightmares are unconscious repressed sadistic masochistic desires, which can be frightening, are still
fulfilling a wish Fromm, , which is a major part of dreaming. Jung, another perosn who wrtoe about therores
on dreaming wrtoe that dreams carry meaning and that these dreams can be interperted by the dreamer. Yet
many myths are still taken as fact in interpreting our own and others' dream behavior. Lucid dreams usually
happen during REM sleep. The collective unconscious does not depend on personal expereinces. A, Voss, J.
Why do dreams need only have one function? Jubera 3 The sleep stages cycle throughout a night. The Dream
Experience Chapter 1 Dreams are a very complex topic because of the various meanings for their appearance.
He then replaced hypnosis with the technique of free association and began to explore his patient's dreams for
clues to their problems Barret p. Boston: McGraw-Hill. During this stage, the person is still realzed and they
do not know what is going on in the outside surroundings. Dreaming to forget: the real reason why. Peterson,
N. American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 52 3 ,  The link between the REM stage of sleep and dreaming
discovered in by Eugene Aserinsky through the use of an EEG machine which monitors brain activity. In
Defense of the Case Study Method. All dreamers becoming blind after the age of 7 see in dreams even after an
interval of years Lemley p. Whether they are pleasant or unpleasant, your dreams are a vital and expressive
part of yourself, so don't discount them! Most vivid or memorable dreams occur during the rapid eye
movement or R. The psychoanalytic, biological, and cognitive views of dreaming are the three wyas theories
to look at dreams.


